Manual for 1.5 Inch Digital Photo Frame

ONE: Player

Outside and keystrokes (as following)

![Keystrokes Diagram]

- **Definition:**
  - **Frame keystrokes**
    - **POWER:** Power supply. Press it longly to on/off.
    - **MENU key:** The main menu key
    - **UP key:** up one and turn on
    - **DOWN key:** the next one and turn down
    - **USB interface:** used in power supply and picture downloading

  - **Clock keystrokes:**
    - **UP key:** To adjust the NO. of year, month and day.
    - **SET key:** setting key
    - **MODE key:** main key
    - **LIGHT key:** backlight function for three seconds

Battery

This unit use dry battery which is suitable for national standard. When you insert USB, it also can use power supply.

- ★ When the battery is almost used up, the frame will show Low Power. Now you should power it.
- ★ This unit support USB power supply, so it also can play without battery.

TWO: Clock operation

1. Open the machine, you will hear Beep sound. Then it is on the right condition
2. Press Mode to get in the following function mode under the normal state:

**Normal Condition—12/24 shift—Off Condition—Birthday Remind—Timer Condition**

3. In the normal condition, when the clock signal is open, press UP to open or close snooze symbols " ".
4. In the normal condition, press Set to convert celsius and Fahrenheit temperature. It is about: -20~50°C.
5. In the condition of 12/24Hrs, press UP to convert 12 and 24 hours.
6. In the alarm clock condition, it will show " " , press Set and UP to adjust the alarm and its music. There are 14 world famous song and 2 different Beep song to choose. Then press Set again to close the clock. When it is time to alarm time, it will sang one minutes. If you open snooze alarm, it will sang three times every four minutes.
7. Under the condition of birthday reminding, it will show " " . Then press Set and UP to adjust its date. Atlast, press Set again to close this function. When it is time to birthday reminding, it will play one minute of birthday happy song.
Under the timer condition ,it will show “€D”, press Set and UP to set the opposite time.

Time: 23:59–00:00 hours When time setting is 0:00:00, it will sang one minutes and the 0:00:00 symbol will slide always.

Under the above condition, if you press nothing for one minutes, it will back to normal condition.

Setting:

one: time setting

In the normal condition, press Mode to get into 12/24Hr condition and press Set to get into time and date setting.

Its order will show as following; you can press UP/DOWN to reach:

12/24 Hr—Time—Minute—Year—Month—Day

1. Setting range: year(2000–2099), month(1–12), day(1–31), hour(1–12 or 0–23) and minutes(0–59).

Two: alarm clock setting

Under the alarm mode, press Set to get into its setting and shows as following:

Time—Minute—Music—Exit—OFF

1. If you only open the alarm, it will ring one minutes. And you can press any key to close it. But if you open both alarm and snooze function, it will sang three times every 4 minutes.

3. When the snooze is ringing, press Mode to cancel this function and UP to close its symbol.

4. When the both alarm symbol is not show, the function will come effect.

Three: Birthday remind setting

Under the birthday remind condition, press Set and UP to set. Its order shows as following:

Time—Minute—Year—Month—Day—Exit—Shutdown

1. When it is up to birthday time, it will play Happy Birthday song for one minutes.

2. Under the setting condition, if you press nothing for one minutes, it will back to the setting and show the current date and time.

Four: timer setting

Under the time setting, press Set and UP to do it. Its order shows as following:

Time—Minutes—Time Starting—Shutdown

1. Setting range: hour(0–23) and minutes(0–59).

2. Start time: in the location of DATE, seconds, minutes and hours will decrease from 00 to 59.

3. When time is to 0:00:00, alarm will ring for one minutes. If it is in TIMER condition, the light will slide always.

4. Under the setting condition, if you press nothing for one minutes, it will back to the setting and start time.

Five: Temperature switch

In the normal condition, press Set to switch celsius and fahrenheit temperature.

Six: Backlight setting

Under any modes, press Light, it will light three section.